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1. Introduction

This paper rs primarily concerned with the investigation of price-induced innovation
on technological change in Italian agriculture. The role of both autonomous technical
proéjress and R*D expenditure in Italian agriculrure after \X/\7II has received a

signrficant deal of attention (Esposti and Pierani, 2003b, 2006 ; Pierani and Rizzi,
2005). Nonetheless, rhere is not mnch evidence on rhe price inducement hypothesis
and the few econometric findings are not clear-cut, perhaps due to the little consensus

about the empirical modeling of the underlying inducemenr process.

Peeters and Surry (2000) (hereafter PS) have proposed a dual model, which
explicirly considers the time required by the innovation process. They casr the induced
technical ptogtess within apa'rttal adjustment framework, which involves lagged prices
and enters a symmetric generalized McFadden (SGM) multi-output cosr funcrion.

This paper departs from them by introducing quasi-fixed inputs and enabling
lagged prices to have an influence on variable inputs alone, given the short-run fixity
of agriculrural capacity. Another exrension is that we postulate a quadratic spline in
the time variable, which consists of a more flexible specification of the exogenous
technical change than the one provided by PS. \We argue thar the remporary
equilibrium setting and the splined variable constitute a more appropriate framework
of analysis of the inducement mechanism and permit a comprehensive decomposition
of variable input bias into pure substitution, exogenous and price induced technical
pfogress, expansion and urilization effects (Morrison, 1988a).

Moreover, short-run technology, when combined with the lagged price conjecture
on the inducemenr mechanism, permirs the distinction of short-, medium- and long-
run price elasticities, incorporaring temporary equrlibrium, price inducemenr and full-
equilibrium attributes, respectively. Once the parametefs of the restricted cost function
are estimated, the calculation of these price elasticities is relatively straighrforward.

2. Price-induced technical progress in agriculture:
An overview

Price-induced and rnduced technical change are two different concepts, albert strongly
related. The former deals wrth how technical change is triggered by prices according to
firm profitability considerations. The latter deals with how prices affecr rhe drrecrion of
R&D and innovation activities (Caputo and Paris,200), p. 262).Both norions can be
traced back to the seminal con jecture of Hicks (19t1)

In their influential work, Hayami and Rurtan (1970) explained patterns of

hypothesis (Ahmad, 1966;Hayami and Rurtan, 19U5 ;Thirrle, l981).
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In this specification, technical change inducement is not endogenous ro the firm,
rhough it may become erdogenous at the aggregare level. Prices drive innovations
through a complex institutional system, where public and private research, property

rights and regularions play a major role. This rnstitutional network can still be

represented within a neoclassic (meta)production funcrion by admitting that rhe

research effort can provide producers wirh a whole set of possible technologies (the

Innovation Possibilities Frontier), over which they can choose according to the

observed relarive orices. The same idea hæ also been formulated in a dual framework
(Clarket at.,200T. A number of papers have contributed in this respect focusing on

the firms' behaviour in running R&D activities and adopting innovations, thus making

price-induced technical change endogenous.

In relation to agriculture, some studies rry to explain how a sequence of
technological breakthroughs (mechanical, chemical, biological, etc.) generated

remarkable changes in capital/labor and land/labor ratios in the læt century (Koppel,

1994 ; Sunding and Zllberman, 2001). Here, rhe induced innovation hypothesis is

it highlighrs the role of the so-called National Agricultural Research

, rhat are external to the farms and deliver agricultural research and

in developed and developing countries. Others oppose Hayamt and

Ruttan's conclusions on a historical basis (Olmstead and Rhode, 1993) and shed light
on rhe temporal dimension of the process which involves a sequence of events

comprising relative price formation, R&D investments and changes in factor

proporrion according to a well-established causal chain. In rhis respect, the recent

empirical literature can be broken down inco two branches.

The first srrand generally aims at testing rhe induced innovation hypothesis by

implementing the rwo-stage sequence implied by Hayami and Ruttan's intuition.
Firsr, it is assessed whether relative prices really affect the direcrion of agriculturai
R&D and innovation acriviries and then whether estimated Hicksian biases in both

input use and output supply are consistent with these price movements. Within a

and South African commercial agriculcure, respectively. The results were consistent

with the hypothesis that different patterns of technical change were induced by

differences in the levels and the movements in relative factor prices.

Following analogous frameworks, Shaik (199s), Thirtle et al' (1998 ; 2002) aod

Khatri et at.199ù rested the induced innovation hypothesis in different agricultural

sysrems using time series economecrics. Unfortunately, this approach requires very long

time series oJ RaO variable which is rarely available. Moreover, they use simplified

imposing un on facror substitution'

s ii alsJ used 3) who estimate a flexible

ian agriculture 1926 rc 1985. Here' lack of
etrimental in t e inducement mechanism is
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assessed wrth no reference to the underlying research activities by testing for a

cointegrating relationship between technical change biases and factor prices (Machado,
t99)). An awkward limitation of the time-series approach is that ir can only check
consistency between data and inducement hypothesis, but not tesr ir strictu sensu

(Thirtle et al., 2002). Such a logical drawback is extensible ro Esposti and Pierani
(2001b) who use a flexible representarion of Italian agriculrure ro determine whether
public RtD and input prices respond to each other.

Using a non-parametric approach, Chavæ u al. (1991) tackle rhe problem by
explicitly linking technical change biæes to lagged input and ourpur prices and pæt
R&D investments. This method demands less data and is quite close to Havami and
Ruttan's explanation. Unfortunately, it is nor a srarisricai approach. Therefore, no
explicit test of the significance of the inducement hypothesis can be carried out.

Despite modeling differences, all these sudies try co keep short- and long-run
relationships between facror prices and use separare and, rhus, to spell out their
relevant effects, namely factor substitution and new technology adoption. Accordingly,
Fulginiti (1994) discriminates between "market prices" and "normal prices" in order to
set two different time horizons over which they may impacr on firm's behaviour and
technology.

The second group takes a completely different view (aliæ price-induced or price-
conditional technology), whereby prices enter directly both production technology and
derived behavioural equations in a one-stage approach. Two papers have especially
emphæized that standpoint, modeling technical change inducement either within the
production function framework (Paris and Caputo, 2001) or exrending the usual price-
taking cost-minimization approach (Caputo and Paris, 2001). According ro rhese
micro-foundations, price-induced cechnology is not jusc rhe effect of prices on firms'
input use (or output composition) through an exogenous research system. Actually,
prices themselves make the firm endogenously derermine new technology (either
through its own RtD efforts or the adoptron of external innovarions). In chis respec,
theorerical justificarions and empirical findings may signiûcantly diverge from the
literature directly rnspired by Hayami and Ruttan. Unfortunately, these works leave
some open questions, roo. Caputo and Paris (2001) suggest that theoretical
complications may arise if one wants to introduce
how prices endogenously determine innovation
firms. Some of these implcations are actuallv omit
Q999), as well as in thê presenr study.

A few contributions tested the price-induced innovation hyporhesis by including
lagged prices (as proxy of the long-term or "normal" prices) either rn a flexibÉ
production function (Celikkol and Stefanou,1999i) or a flexible cost firncrion (pS). The
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fact, only some inputs can adiust in the short-term to their optimal level and if we

accept that "technical change is a process that requires time" (PS, p. 13), this may be

true for faccor subsriturion, æ well.

The temporary equilibrium framework brings abouc new opportunities æ well æ
new issues in modelng induced innovation. This paper aims at emphæizing the new

insight the proposed model can provide, while ic leaves the open issues to further
research improvements l. On the former aspect, it must be noticed that the short-run
specification is not only more realistic (especially for agricultural production) but also

returns a richer and more comprehensive analysis of price responses and biæes by

attributing them to price-induced innovation and to other causes, beside pure

substitution, such as scale economies and capacity urilization (Morrison, 1988a). On

the larter aspect, however, it should be also recognized that, within such

represenrarion, the PS clear-cut distinctron between price subsritution and inducement

remains valid only for variable inputs. For quasi-fixed inpurs, alrhough price

inducemenc can still be investigated, in principle, t,ia shadow prices and capacity

utilization, rhis can not be achieved by simply distinguishing between short-run and

long-run movements.

3. The SGM restricted cost function with price-induced
innovation

An essential aspect of the discussion above concerns the distinctive ttming of different

responses to price changes, æ well as the differences occurring among production

factors in this respect. Hence, the modeling of price induced technical Pfogress
recommends for a speciûcation with embedded the capability of exploiting such

distrnctive features,

Accordingly, we assume that the objective of Italian farmers is ro minimize the

cosr of producing a given level of output, conditional on input prices, stocks of quasi-

fixed inputs and technological Ievel. Under some regularity condirions, duality
principles ensure consistency between variable cost and production funcrions, so thar

both will describe farming activity equally well (Paris and Caputo, 1995) A constant

returns to scale (CRTS) rescricted cost function 2 is given by:

G = G" (l,l,,z,T)= y g"(p,zly,T) (1)

where G is variable cost,1,is output,/ is rhe vector ofN cuttent variable input prices,

z is the vector of M fixed input quantiries, and T is the state of technology, which is

approximated by mo rerms. The first rerm is the time variable l, which is

pr adoPt and the

àf these are fullY

rk some emPirical

pr likkol 99; Paris

and Capuco, 2001 ; Capuro and Paris, 2001).
I Long run consranteiurns ro scale means that all long run output elæticities equal one (Morrison,

I 988a).
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conventionally intended to reflect autonomous technical change, l.e. unrelared to price
changes as well as to farm's behaviour (type I technical change, according ro PS). The
second term involves lagged input prices, which drive farmer's decisions, and thus
operates, æteris paribas, as an additionai shifter of input-demand equarions (type II
technical change). This element is supposed to represent pnce-induced technical
cnange.

Empincally, we depict Go by means of the SGM form because it is flexible, rts
curvature propefties hold globally (it has a Hessian of constants) and it is invariant ro
normalization. Our formulation departs from PS by introducing quasi-fixed inputs
(Pierani and Rizzi, 2003). The short-run technology seems appropriate if one
postulates that price inducement is a lastrng process, which is casr within a temporary
equilibrium model, where agriculture capacity may not be at its long-rr.rn level.

The model escimated is:

t ( p', al,, \G --l t-lt,r(h'1,,).i, + (t',Ap,) 1, + p',D2, +\J'p,) 1,t' 2\0'!, )' (2)
1 -'r'- 1

+ ! @'p,)^'-"' - (e'p,) (ir,) r + ! {o'p,r b,,t' 1,2 ),t 2 " "

wherep is a column vector of N lagged variable inpur prices. B={b,,1 is an NxN
symmetric negative semideflnire matrix of unknown parameters, such thar B' p* = O

withp+ >> 0, where i, j(-- I,..., N) are variable inpur indices. Sincep* is chosen to

be the vector of ones, we have L,b,,= 0. Vi, and the rank of B is (N-1). C - {Ctt},
D = {d,k} and A - {a;,) are ùIxAl, NxÀ'l and Nxl{marrices of unknown parâmerers,
respectively,whereÉ, b(=1,...,Àl) indexquasi-fixedinputs. b,c,dareNx1,Àf x1
and N x I column vectors of unknown paramerers; b,, is an unknown scalar. g is a

column vector of N non-negative (predetermined) consranrs nor ail zero.

It can be shown that G is a flexible (iinearly homogeneous in p) restricted cost
function ar any point (1,*,p*,2*,È7 provided rhatp* tt 0, 9'1* r 0. Moreover, G is
globally concave in p if B is negative semidefinire and0'p+ > 0. The inner product 0p
can be seen as a fixed-weight price index. Ve assume that it has rhe Laspeyres form
with weights given by mean quantities (Kohli, 1993). In this case, 0'!* r 0 and
0 > 0-i. For rhe SGM cosr function ro be parsimonious, vector g needs ro be
exogenously given. If rhe estimated B matrix does not conform to concaviry crireria,
negative semidefinite ness car be imposed by reparametenzing it as B - -LL', where L
is a lower triangular matrix r.

i For the proof of flexibiliry see Kumbhakar (1989).
a Follou,ing PS and Lasserre and Oulette (1991), marrix A is assumed to have the same
homogeneity and symmetry properries as matrix ts. This is essenrially motivated by rhe fact rhat in
a long-run equilibrium any biased technical change should be of purely exogenous narure. Hence,
one should have homogeneity in borh currenr and lagged prices.

l0
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In estimation, we generalize type I rechnical change by adding a quadratic spline
in the time variable, thus permitring a flexible treatment of this exogenous component.

The quadratic spline model has the same properties as the linear one but, in addition,
each derived equarion is continuous and once differentiable at break points with respect

to the time variable (Diewert and \X/ales, 1992).

The quadratic spline function is defined as follows:

S7e allow for the possibiliry of three intervals, with knots set in 1970 and 1984,

according ro a commonly accepted interpretation of the Common Agricultural Policy
(CAP)'s hisroncal evolution, which has strongly twisted producrion incentives, and so

it may have influenced auronomous technical change, too. The former break point
associates a period of srrong and increasing price support to the changes of Italian
agriculture self-sufficiency and ner-exports performance, especially in some key-

commodiries such as cereals, The larter marks the introduction of miik quota and,

more generally, the progressive implementarion of compensatory and supply-reducing

measures within CAP.

Type II technical change deals with farmer's response to long-run (or normal)

prices, which can be modeled as some function of lagged prices. Following PS,

price-induced technical change is speciûed as a geometrically declining lag sttuctute

begrnnrng from period t-1 and with a common adjustment parameter,l, namely,
_Â_l
î- 7r I'rt r | =tr,r o.. -,=--: q,,, (4)

" = Lr-, o'!, , t 7, 
4tt r t= 

' 
- 7'4''' '

and
N-

A,p, =L;\ u,,-, (i)

'=1 

| - tuu

where L denotes che lag opetator, A; is the l-th row of the symmetric negative

semrdefinire marrix A, and 4 is the vector of (normalized) lagged variable input prices.

It is apparenr thar rhe sole inducement mechanism considered here is that

thus, it is omitted in the present applicarion and left to future developments oF the

model.

As our focus remain on variables input use, we want to show how changes in

variable input use can be decomposed in a set of effecrs, including long-run

t1
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disequi[brium, and not iust in "pure" factor substitution and price inducemenr. \ùtre

also maintain the PS assumption that there is adrfferent timing of pnce affecting input
use between substitution and inducement. This assumption, however, deserves some

comments. The idea is that it takes some time for prices to affect technology and such
an adjustment is only related to technical inducement not to input substitution. In
other words, it is posculated that, for variable inputs, the allocative effecr operaces

instantaneously uia current prices and subject to a given technology, whereas dynamrc
adjustment, through lagged prices, only relates to the change ofproduction technology
eventually affecting input substitution possibilties.

Whar kind of process is really operating under rhis scheme is not completely
clear, yet. If we start from rhe original rdea of induced innovation (Hayami and
Ruttan, 1970 and 1981), we should acknowledge that lagged prices actually operate by
firstly influencing R&D activities mainly carried out ourside the farm. Then, such
R&D actrvities make new technological solutions available ro the farm. \X/ithin the
adopted modeling framework, however, this first R&D stage is nor represenced as ir is

enrirely external to farm optimising behaviour. In a more exrensive perspecrive,
therefore, such model could be interpreted as a sort of "reduced form" of an underlying
structute, whereby lagged input prices first affêct RgD, whrch, in rurn, generares
input-using (saving) innovations. Thus, farmers take their optimising input decisions
on a given (exogenous) technology. While input substitution is enrirely decided wirhin
the farm and, thus, can be assumed instantaneous, at least for variable inputs, rime lags
are needed to represent price-rnduced technical change just to make explicit this
unobserved and external R&D stage.

On the other hand, these equations can also be interpreted as literal description of
farms' behaviour, i,e., of how lagged (or expected) input prices are accounted for in
generating and adopting new technological combrnations. However, in this case rhe
distinction between substirution and price inducemenr effects is nor so clear,
particularly because the way these new technologies endogenously emerge within rhe
farm is actually not made explicit.

Nonetheless, the common parameter,t summarizes these unobserved adjustments :

,t represents the rare of decline, (1-tr) is the speed of adjusrmenr anà),1(1J,) the mean
lag. The larger ,t is the longer the effect of prices. If the lag strucrure is aimed at
mimicking the timing of the underlying RtD invesrmenr or innovarion adoption, this
result would imply a shorter effect of RtD or adoption invesrmenrs over time. This
means that R&D investmenrs are more orienred toward applied or development
activities rather than basic research.

In any case, whether rhe Koyck srfucrure is an appropriare descriprion is an
empirical question. In principle, letting data decide about rhe lag structure, rather than

t2
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imposed ex-dltte or esrimsred, has to be interpreted and justified also in terms of a

theoretrcally consistent representation of expectations formation.

For econometric implementation, a ser of cost-minimizing variable input demands

can be derived based on Shephard's lemma. Here, optimal input-output coefflcients are

considered to reduce possible heteroskedastictty:

(^
*,, =7+! -L ^I:h-l * r, * Aip, i D, L * a,, +L L!'
it l)'p, 2 (e'p,)2 ) tt 2 yÏ (6)

+ o, 
t::L 

t +! o,b,,tz
it z

where, Bi, and D; indicate the l-th row of the corresponding marrices, respectively.

Given the geometrically declining srructute, after some algebra we arrive at the

following esrimable equations:

x:. fsp, ^ B,p, ) ( r^ r

,,={
t, l0'1,, 0'p, , ) 2 ' lt)'p,)) @'p,_t)) )

lD,r, " D,2,,) I lr',cr, , r',,cr,-,). (7)
1-'-' - tr -'^' l | + d, \r - À'tt -l))+ -e, 1- - À #l +

fi, lrt) ' 2'lti r2t-t )

(.', ,', I r

0 l-, - 1L!tt(/-l)f + !0,t,, (rr - Àu- t)r)+ 7xi, r 
.

11, irt ) z ltt
The system of equations (7) is homogeneous of degree zero in current and lagged

prices and contains all relevant parameters. However, gfeater efficiency in estimation

can be gained by including additional information with the marginal cost pricing
equation, i.e. ôGlày = pr,, where py is the output price. It can be easily derived from
equation (2) as follows:

. I(f',sp,),,,,,,,,.,^^,,,r,t 1 Jc- I

P,, = )l r, )+ 
tb'\,) + (p',Ap,) + d'p,)r - : {0' p,, 

T 
+ - {0' p,)b,12. (8)

Equation (8) is homogeneous of degree one in current prices and zero in quantities

and lagged pnces.

In principle, the assumptron of long-run CRTS would allow the inclusion of
additionàl information in model estimation. Under CRTS, in fact, it is possible to

determine rhe ex-post retufns to quasi-ûxed inputs æ the gross operating surplus,

pù-G = R, wherà R indicates the revenue (Morrison, 1988a). However, it must be

noticed that, whenever À> 0, the homogeneity properties of (2)and (7)wirh respect to

both prices and quantities are analytically lost. Consequently, the use of relation

pt)-G - R, relying on linear homogeneity with respect to quantities, would indeed be

inappropriate in this case.

13
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4. Cost elasticities and biases

As discussed in section 2. most emoirical literature on induced innovation aims ar
separating cwo effects of price changes, that is, input substitution and price-induced
technical change, by distinguishing how such changes occur over rime. The PS

approach here followed fully embraces this idea. The present temporary equilibrium
specification, however, makes the separation of these effects more complex, as we now
have three drfferent time horizons over which price changes may generate their effects
on input use. The first two only concern variable inputs, while the last one involves all
production inputs.

In the short-run, current prices and autonomous technical change affect variable
input use (along the short-run isoquant) through substitution effects and rechnological
biases, respectively. The medium-run admirs the price-induced adjusrmenr, so it is the
time span over which lagged prices fully exert their effect on production technology
and movement occurs around the innovation possibilitv frontier rather than the
isoquant. In the long-run quasi-fixed inputs are at theii optimal levels, equalzing
respective rental and shadow prices, and all inputs can fully adjust moving along the
long-run isoquant. Medium-run and long-run effects, thus, differ not for the different
ttme they take but for the fact the former still involves only variable inputs, albeit
through lagged prices, while the latter concerns all and fully-adjusted production
factors. The present approach allows separately identifying these three different
movements in response ro price changes.

Hence, in comparing the relevant responses, it is practical, first, ro ser some
definitions. Currenr, Iagged, and adjusted price elasticities are detned
as€,ij =àInx,,làlnpr, 4;1 =àInx,,làInp,, ,, Tij =àInx,,làln p,,=tli,l(l-L),
respectively. The firsc has the usual meaning, the second represents the partial response
within one period due to changes associated with the induced innovation process, while
the third measures the potential response once technology has fully adjusted to changes
in lagged prices. Unfike PS, we refer to the time needed for such an adjustment as

meolum-run.

The Morishima elasticity of substitution is an exact measure of how the z,7 input
ratio responds to a change in the 7-th price. \X/e distrnguish among different norions:

the z-th factor. These elasticities all depend on rhe extent of fixity of inpurs.

Using those detnitions, we can decompose relative factor changes in terms of
constituent biases. Biases are computed as second derivatives of the short run rotal cost
function, or, equivalently, derivatives of cost elasricities (Mergos and Karagiannis,
1997). The temporary equilibrium total cost function in rerms of (1) is defined as

C = Go (y, P, ,, T) + \rpez,,. The substitution bias, for example, reflects the change

r4
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in demand for variable input I resulting from a change in theT-th current price. For the

dual cost framework it can be shown that this definition is based on the relative
factor share change allowing for substitution effects (Morrison, 1988b):

8,,= às, I àln p,= s, (8,, - tr,) = s, (e,, - rr), where s i = x, p, I C = €., is the short

run share of varable input I in total costs. For example, if the two inputs are subsriture
and e;, outweighs the positive.rlterm, rhen B;, > 0, thus an increase in the 7'-rh price

makes the share of the l-th input increase. Analogously, induced innovation bias

describes differential changes in variable input use resulting from lagged price

changes: B'i'= àt,tàln 1t,, ,= s;(4ij -4c.), where [., = ôln C làIn p. The rate of

technical change induced by theT-th price change (type II) is given 6y: T c,i = t1r,1 l(1 - i).

The rate of autonomous (type I) technological progress is de{ined as the percentage

reduction in total cosrs over time, €,r, = ôln C / ô1. Generally, this technical change

is non-neutral. A corresponding bias definition is based on the relative factor

share change allowing for substitution effects: 8,,= às,làt = s,(€,, - t6,), where

€,, = âln x, I àt . These semi-elasticities are not independent of one anothet, as

er, =l s,e, and., consequently,L,U,, = 0. Autonomous technological change is

defined to be l-th input using (B;,, 0), savtng (B;t < 0), or neutral (Bu -- 0), depending

on whether relative change in l-th input is larger, smaller or equal to the rate of cost

reduction, respectively. \7hen B; = 0,Vi, overall neutrality is implied.

The output bias on individual inputs can be depicted analogously, by determining
the change in the share given a short-run change in output demand:

Bu=às,làln y =r,(t,, -t.,).where t.,=ôlnC/ôlnl and tu=ôInx,, làlny,.
TÉis bias reflects a shorr run change and thus does not represent true scale but instead

returns to the variable inputs 5.

Finally, a subequilibrium or utilization bias can also be defined as

B,r= às, làlnzu= s,(r,p- E5p) where tct= àlnC làIn zu= (pk- f ùzL I C and

aip= àlnx,làlnzn are utilization elasticities of total costs and the l-th variable

input. The dual measure of capacity utilization, CUc, car^ be derived from these fixed-

rnput utilization elasticities as CU. =l_Lrsr, (Morrison, 19S8b). e6p will be

negative if zp falls short of its equilibrium level (!p . fù, and will be positive if zp is in

excess (1p , fù. lf shadow and rental prices coincide for each ,è, then t6p -- 0, and

capacity is fuiiy utilzed. If e6p< 0, for example,B;p< 0 implies that variable input I
and stock ,Ë must be substitute, hence an increase of the quasi-fixed factor ,É is vartable

input I saving. This reasoning is reversed if the two are complements (v;t > 0) 6.

5 For rhe decomposrrion oi biæed technological change in the oonhomothetic full equilibrium model,

see Antle and Capalbo (l98tl) and Karasiannis and Furtan (1991).
6 To inform about the direction of rhe long-run adjustment process, shadow price elasticities can

also be computed, as they indicate whether these quasi-fixed inputs are over or underutilised, thus

showing wherher rheir quanriries are scarce or in excess. Due to space limitation, in section 6 we

have skipped them as well as other long-run results. They are available upon request.
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5. Empirical implementation
Parameter estimates of the SGM restricted cost function arc obtained by
simultaneously estimating rhe system of the input demand equations (7) and the
marginal cost pricing equation (8). Prior to economerric esrimation, additive error
terms are appended to each behavioral equation, namely:

x n 1 aG.(.)!---^t*tt, j=1,2,3
lt lt è! i, g)

aG.o
ll- tr, 

Tu.tt'

Model parameters are estimated using the iterative Zellner technique under the
typical assumption that the error terms are jointly normally distributed with zero

means and constant but unknown variances and covariances.

Model estimation covets the years from 1951 to 1991. Throughout this period,
Italian agriculture experienced an unprecedented productivity growth. Hence, these

40 years seem an appropriate penod to endorse the proposed approach. Though it
remains true that the adopted approach is able to take into account structural breaks
(in particular, through the spline specification of the type I technical change), rt is still
difficult to separate those effects on productivity figures that can be fully attributed to
technical change from those that are generated by institutional change. Other
important institutional changes occurred over this period and their influence on
technicai change patterns cannot be excluded 7

Data are taken from AGRIFIT database of Italian agriculture (Caiumi et al., 199))
and consider one output, three variable inputs and two quæi-fixed stocks. Each

variable is arrived at as a superlative Fisher index. Output aggregates fifty-rwo
products. It does not comprise categories like self-produced inputs but includes
deficiency payments and other production subsidies. Variable inputs are made up of
the following categories: purchased feeds (xr), other intermediate inputs (x2), and hired
labor (r;). Feed costs amount to outlays on compounds, forages, feed grains and so on.
The second group mainly includes fertilizers, pesticides, seeds, fuel, energy, veterinary
costs, as well æ overheads, i.e. repah and maintenance cosrs of capital equipment,
insurance and rent.

Quæi-fixed inputs consist of the service flows from capital (zr) and family labor
(zu). The former aggregates ten broad categories (mainly machinery and equipment,
building and structure, breeding livestock, and land). Stocks and their user costs are

defined at the beginning of the year. Labor is expressed in equivalent fully employed
workers (2 200 hrs per year), with the admittedly simplifying assumption of an
undiffèrentiated wage rate between the two types of labor.

I For instance, we can menrion rhe end of rhe sharecropping system, which was formerly prevalenr
in some parts ofltaly. Its conversion was enforcecl in the early eighries but actually occurred quite
gradually in the sevencies. Thus, rhe effect of this institutional change on producivity figures,
though probably significant, did not rake place abrupuy.
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agriculrural land and labor, at leæt in the historicai experience of largely studied

càuntries (for instance, USA and Japan) (Olmstead and Rhode, 1993; Hayami and

Ruttan, 1985).

At the same time, however, the emphasis on such inputs should not overlook the

technical, economic or even social reæons) does require time.

Empirical lirerature is quite unanimous rn this respect. tVhen two conventional

quasi-fixed inputs are admitted 9, they are very often capital stock and labor (rather

than their service flows). Limrting our attention to Italian agriculture, we can mention

quasi-fixed.

(uia shadow price), it is possible ro test the hypothesis also on other input aggregates'

Two further clarifications on this point, however, are needed, The first concerns

labor. By looking at results provided by Esposti (2000) using a non-paramerric

rechnique, it clearly emerges that induced innovation on agricultural hired labor

behavei quite drfferently from family labor. Therefore, they are included as separate

8 The following discussion on the proper model specification and inpur aggregation ias been

stimulated by tetpfut commenrs raisèd by an anonymous referee. \We want to acknowledge, here,

his contributlon ai well as ro emphasize that furcher discussion and developments are welcome in

future research on rhis ropic.
9 In several papers, in fact, non-conventional inputs, (public R&D, infrastructure, etc.) are also

included amËng quasi-fixecl facors (Huffmann et a1.,2002;Esposti and Pierani,200lb,2006).
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inputs, here, æ also done by Huffmann etal. (2002), Esposti and Prerani (2003b)and
Pierani and Rizzi (2003, 2005) where only the latter is, in fact, often considered as a

fixed input. Breaking down labor input into two categories (hired and family labor),
and distinguishing them in terms of short-run fixity, is also helpful to achieve further
tnsight into the relation between technical change and agricultural labor use. In
particular, the assumption of family labor as quæi-fixed factor may affect rhe
substitution between capital and labor as intended in the classical literature regarding
rechnical change. First of all, in the short-run, substitution rs only possible between
caprtal (which might also change in quality through time by incorporating technical
change) and hired labor. Secondly, in the long run, a labor saving technology does not
only save hired labor, but family labor as well. This feature also implies that technical
change may thus affect the organizattonal nature of the farm by rransforming rt
towards a more commercial based structure.

The second clarification concerns agricultural land. Here, land input is included rn
the capital aggregate (21), though most classical literature (Olmsread and Rhode,
1993; Hayamr and Ruttan, 1981) underlines the different impacr of technoiogical
change on land (as not reproducible input) and capital (as reproducible factor) use,
especially in those countries where land is scarce. Nonetheless, it musr be noticed that
in Esposti (2000) there is no clear evidence about induced innovation on land use.
Thus, aggregating land and capital in a single input would not necessarily mix up
opposite behaviours.

would ignore that land is neither fixed (it varies over time) nor exogenous (its use
depends on relative price changes) and such solution would thus incur model
misspeciûcation. For insrance, over the period under invesrigation here (19)1-1991)
agricultural land in Italy declined, on average, by 0,4% per year.

For these major reasons, we eventually maintain here the specification adopted in
several analogous empirical studies (among orhers, Esposti and Pierani, 2003c ; pierani

18
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and Rizzi, 2003 and 2005 ; Fulginiti and Onofri, 2008), also concerning the induced

innovation (Espostr and Pierani, 20036), where capital and land afe ag1legarcd in a

single quæi-fixed factor.

6. Results and discussion

6.1. Production technologv: Substitution and inducement effects

Since results show modesr variation over time, we discuss only mean estimates and

focus on short-run elasticities and biases in order to conserve space 10. Most estimated

parameters are statistically si te en 0'92 for

feeds demand equation and n. ed Hessian

mattices have the expected all conditions

hold globally over the period under study.

Table 1 reports selected indicators of Italian agriculture during the investigation

period. Output more than doubles while dramatic changes in factor proportions can be

ôbserved. Both hrred and family labor strongly decreased (by more than 50 %) whlle

the use of all other factors increased markedly. Apparently, the role played by relative

agricultural labor (Pierant and Rizzi, 200)).

Table 1. Selected growth indicators of Italian agriculture, 195I-1991 (at the sample means -
approximated standard errors in parenthesis)

l95ll9l change (Vr) Feeds Other inputs Hired labor Output Capital Family labor

Level o

Total cost share b

+ 258 + 310

-47 +.9
-t0 +111 +117 -69
+ 4.2 + L2 -1.6

'': observed ; 
b: estimated

r95U9l r951J61 r962t7 r r972l8r r982t9r
Type I technical change

(rate) L' -.001
(.004)

- 011
(.011)

.006
(.008)

.006
(.001)

.002
(.001)

Capacity utilizarion t'

zll z1

z2Ll z2

.863
(.044)

1.66

.40

": observed ; 
Lt: estimared

l0 Model pâramerer estimates as well as sub-period estimates are available upon request. In

estimacion, analytical derivatives for SGM elasticities and approximated standard etrors are

obtained through the TSP commands DIFFER and ANALYZ, resPectively

I9
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Average urilization is below unity (.86), suggesring an excess of the installed
capacity. Figure I shows that the dual index is characterized by large variation and
crosses the equilibrium line from above around the eighties. This shift from over- to
under-utilizat adjustmenr, which
long-run/obse iables (zllz). \X/hile
scarce family icularly in the seco
Therefore, be t, both tendencies
physical capital in Italian agriculture can be interpreted as the adjusrment of quasi-
fixed inputs to rheir optimal levels.

A trst look at short-run elasticities (table 2) reveals that, on rhe whole, input use
is much mote tesponsive to output than prices. In generai, a unit increase in ouçut has
a more than proportional effect on variable inputs, with a relatively stronger impacr on
hired labor (r.641. Hence, short-run changes in factor proportions might be mainly
determined by output expansion. Own- and cross-price elasticrties indicate that
coefficients are accurately estimated and all are smaller than unity. As properly
outlined by an anonymous referee, this latter result should not surprise as obtained over
an highly aggregated technology and sector, and rt is also confirmed by previous
studies on Italian agriculture (Pieranr and Rizzi,2005). Direcr fesponses of feeds (-.21)
and especially of other inputs (-.07) are compararively low, whereas the own-price
elastrcity of hired labor (-.43) shows a relatively higher degree of responsiveness.

Purchased feeds adjust consistently to both fixed inputs, whrle the signs of other
inpurs and hired labor adjusrments depend upon which stock is changing. In
pafticular, capital is a strong substitute for hrred labor (-1.25) and, wirh a decreæing
intensity, for other input (-.42) and purchased feeds (-.26). Finally, family labor
substitutes for purchased feeds (-.17) and behaves as complement of the remaining two

Figure 1. Capaciry utilization (CUc) over the whole period
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Tableau 2. Variable input short-run elasticities (at the sample means - approximated standard

errors in parenthesis)

tetuer i:i Other inputs Hired labor
(Pù Qv)

Output Capital Family labor
(/) (zr) kz)

Feeds

(xl.)

Other inputs
(xz)

Hired labor
(xt)

-.2r4
(.060)

-.107
(.080)

.llj
(.09t)

_.019

(.044)

-.012
(.081)

.l 1l
(.060)

211
(077)

179
(.094)

- 426
( t12)

1.472
(.0rt)

r 249
(.097)

r.615
(.1 I t)

l<l

(. I l8)

-.416
(.r47)

-r.2t4
( r1t)

-.t7 5

(.104)

.1()/
(.091)

.620
(. I 8,i)

variable inputs. Most of.these adjustments are significant and their absolute values are

well above the range ofprice effects.

Table 3 reporrs lagged price elasticities which indicate the effect of induced

innovation within one period and in the medium run. Sign and size of lagged responses

are consisrent with the currenr price counterparts (table 2), revealing that, according to

expecrarions, the induced technological innovations have added to the current price

substitution effects, during the investigarion period. In particular, own lagged-price

elasticities are always negative, and this could be interpreted as support of the

innovation inducement hypothesis according to the definitron of Chavas (2001)ll.In
addition, adjusted elasticities are larger than one-year lag cases, as expected, given the

estimared value of ,1". Unfortunately, several lagged-price responses show large standard

errors, hence these results have to be taken with some caution.

Tables 4 and 5 collect the relevant Morishima elasticities and provide evidence

about the different effects of price changes, namely response to scarcity and to
innovation and rheir composice effect in the long run. Table 4 indicates that all

variable inputs are Morishima substitutes. Again, elasticities of substitution involving

Tableau 3. Lagged-price elasticities of variable inputs (at the sample means - approximated

standard errors in parenthesis)

Tlij rt i1 l0-À)

195U9r Feeds Other inputs Hired labor Feeds Other inputs Hired labor
(f vt ,) (!tr-t t\ (ht ) (Pr',) Qz, ) Qv)

Feeds
(xr )

Other inputs
(x:)

Hired labor
(x;)

-.r04
(.011)

-.006
(.067)

. 107
(.078)

-.001
(.0)t)
- 0r4
(.o77)

.006
(.064)

.228
(.r4t)

044
( 2t9)
-.24>
(.264)

. 1 0t -.226 -.002
(.067) (.1l8) (.0u1)

.020 -.013 -.01I
( 101) ( 116) (.167)

-.113 .2)2 .013
(.r2r) (.r7 2) (. I 19)

rr Chavas (2001) explains the induced innovation hypothesis as follows: "tbe (indwd innm'atian)

hypathuis states that rilattue scarcitl tends ta guide techntul cbange nruard u:ing additional inpiltr tbdt dre

plentiful and inexpuniue, while sauing an rcarft ancl inexpensiae inptti'.

2l
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Tableau 4. Response ro scarcity and innovation (one-year lag and fully adjusted):

Short and medium run Morishima elasticities of substitution (at the sample means)

oi oi oi;
195119r

Feeds other
rnPurs

Hired
labor reeos

Other Hired
inputs labor

Other Hired
reeos rnputs laDof

Feeds 0

Other
inputs .119

Hired labor )96

.044

,IJ

.r26

4/A

363

U

,U

.r24

212

.038

.U

.02)

217

1t0

U

.U

.267

491

.461

)lL')

082

0

019

Tableau 5. Response to both scarciry and innovation: Long run Morishima elasticities

of substitution Ol @tthe sample means)

19tu9r

Feeds

Orhcr inn'trc

Hired labor

Capital

Family labor

Feeds Other inputs

.0 -.01t

.619 .0

r 2r1 .261

.407 .10,i

.028 -.090

Hired labor

.t8t

.189

.U

.616

169

Capital Family labor

.368 - 401

1144 -.911

.439 -t.10)

.0 - 6rr
.210 .0

hired labor are clearly the highest. All srgns of pure-substitution (o!,) are confirmed by
the lagged-price elasticities (o!, and oI).

In the long run pure-substitution and price-inducemenr effecrs are combined, and
the use of quasi-fixed inputs may vary. Table ) shows how these aspects may affect the
long-run Morishima elasticities of substitution. Being the combination of the two-
effects and their rmpact moving in the same direction, long-run elasticities rend to be
larger, although the substitution relatronship is confirmed in all cæes, wirh the
exception of other inputs being complemenr of feeds in the long run. This grearer
flexibility of the production cechnology is also motivated by the possibility to adapt
the use of capital and family labor to their equilibrium levels. While capital substicutes
for all other inputs, family labor is complementary to all producrion factors and this
relation ts particularly strong with respect to hired Iabor (as could be expected) and to
other inputs. Long-run elasticities also confirm that farm labor seems ro react more
intensely to price changes than other factors.

6.2. Technical change

Techntcal change here is represented by two terms: Price-induced rechnical
change (type II) is depicted by lagged price impact on input demand; autonomous
technical change (type I) is represented by rhe conventional time trend. Table I shows
that the latter is indeed negligible (0,I% yearly) and does nor sraristically differ
from zero. This holds in the whole period and, despite quadratic splinei, quite

22
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homogenously in all the sub-periods with a maximum, but still not significant,

observed in ihe sixties (I,4%). Since a signrficant and higher exogenous technical

progress has been observed in previous studies on Italian agriculture (Esposti and

iri.àni,2003b and2006; Prerani and Rizzi,200i), this would suggest that type II
technical change here takes over most of what was previously attributed to type I.

interest to notice that the

thus confirming that the

ï:"ff::ffilij;î.:L:::
in PS (.695) This is relevanr as it suggests a lower rate of decline and mean !ig, i,e.,

R&D investmenrs are more oriented toward applied or development activities rather

than basic research. This finding supports previous evidence on Italian agriculture

(Esposti and Pierani, 2003a).

The results in table 6 are meant to provide additional information with respect to

cities. This infoimation is summarised by biases with respect

s variables which distinguish rnput specific effects from the

1988b). The rmpact of each change is looked at on its own and

assessed from the biases without summing up the spectfic components. They reflect

Iabor the highest efIèct is generated by a change in capital

major role is played by family labor. This supports the rdea th
of some inputs in the short-run, and thus the degree of ut

capacity, may result in ambiguous results.

Tableau 6. Short-run biases of variable inputs (at the sample means)

19t1]9r Feeds (xr) Other inputs (x2) Hired labor (xt)

Pure substitution (Br)

Pt'

!t
h
Expansion (8,,)

Utilization (B;r)

z1

z)

Exogenous t.c. (B;)

Price-induced r.c. (B/-1)
tl

Ptt-r

l/2t-I

P ),-t

- 064

.020

.0r0

.069

-.0)2

- I1,1

-.007

.020

022

0,12

-.019

-.01,i

-.004

-.003

- 021

- 00i

.002

.022

007

014

(x)4

-.00i

-.070

019

-.078

006

.00i

0tt
016

007
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The last two biases in table 6 deal with autonomous and price-rnduced rechnical

cant esrimares of y6;:

;',T::T:"jl11.ffi::

autonomous rechnical change confirms that price inau..-.n,tf-îi:t "t[i;tïo:lover autonomous technical change. In terms of short-run biases (table 6), it must be
noticed that for all variable inputs the effect of the own price is the lowest, and this rs

consistent wirh the idea that, with respect to other prices, the own price change hæ the
Iowest input-using effect.

Looking at the cross-price effects, the largest impacr concerns hired labor and
feeds. An increase in the hired labor prrce induces feeds-using technical change,
whereas an increase in feeds price induces hired labor using technical change. This
means that an increase in hired labor price does not only intensify feeds use
immediately (and uice aersa), as they behave as substirutes, bur rhe same effect holds
even with some lags, æ price increase induces a feeds using technology. These two
effects move in the same direction and, rhus, we can say that the medium-run effect of
a price change is reinforced with respect to the short-run effect. On the contrary, we
may notice that a price increase of "other inputs" behaves differenrly. Table 6 still
shows that it induces hired labor, as well as feeds, using technical change bur this effect
is lower in magnitude and, above all, moves in the opposite direction wirh respect to
the contemporaneous price effects. In this case, eventually, pure substitution (short-
run) and price-induced (medium-run) technical change biases almost reciprocally offset.

7. Some final remarks
This paper invesrigates the price-induced
\7e generalize the framework of the analysi
a short-run specification of the dual techn
variable. Sre argue thar the temporary

the induced innovation hypothesis that has emerged in the empirical literarure.

12 \trhere Tr f rlc.1 I (I - À.); see section 4
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Another novelty concerns the sectoral context. Previous works (Celikkol and

Stefanou, 1999; PS) did not focus on agriculture, though the inducement hypothesis

traditionally finds major attention in the farm sector.

Results generally confirm that the proposed method is surtable for testing the

price-inducement hypothesis and also for providing a whole set of measures

highlighting how inducement takes place and how it interacts with other effects

affecting input use proportions. Moreover, they support the hypothesis that technical

change price inducement really occurred in Italian agriculture in the last decades and

that its magnitude is of major relevance with respect to the other effects, in particular,
autonomous technical change and pure substrtutron.

Nonetheless, despite the empirtcal potential and tractability, the adopted

approach leaves some quesrions open also in the interpretation of the results, and they

could be matter of future research on this subject.

First of all, Paris and Caputo (1995 and 2001) and Caputo and Paris (2005)

analyse in detail the major theoretical implications of the adopted model with
particular reference ro rhe economic interpretation of price inducement. These

implications, however, must still be fully implemented in empirical studies, such as

Celikkol and Stefanou (199D and PS, as well as in the present application.

Secondly, the inducement mechanism modeled through an ad hoc specitcation of
the lag structure should be empirically tested, rather than imposed ex-a.nle (the Koyck
structure in our application). In additron, the economic interpretation of this lag

srrucrure should be more carefully investigated. In fact, it could mimic the usual time
parrern over which research activities generate innovations and innovatioos are

adopted; but this partern can assume quite different and unpredictable forms (Esposti

and Pierani, 2003a).

A third improvement could also be made by extending this representation of
production technology to price inducement by entering R&D stock æ a ûxed input
(Esposti and Pierani, 2001b). This could reconcile, in principle, the two notions of
technical change inducement. Lagged prices take into account endogenous inducement

whereas the interaction between R&D stock and lagged prices may take over the

exogenous induced innovation generated by agricultural research and innovation

system.
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